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Stable Massive Particles

(Just about) every BSM scenario 

accommodates meta-stable massive 

objects (SMP).

Hierarchy problem alone suggests 

need to consider all conceivable

signatures of new physics at TeV 

energies.

SMPs, Missing Et, jets, leptons

important observables LHC searches.

hep-ph/0611040

Searches must be performed for 

different types of SMPs

Aim: Geant-based scattering models

for colour neutral, triplet, octet exotic

objects.

: Flexibility to allow conceivable

experimental signatures. 



SMPs and scattering

Scattering of hadronic SMPs (H-hadrons,R-hadrons...)

poorly understood but potentially significant effect.

Many/most searches rely on muon-like object.

Scattering can cause:

(1) energy loss

(2) disappearen 0ce of signal: 

Generic/phase space model typically used: hep-ph/061216, hep-ph/0404001.

Complement with Triple-Regge implementation for systematic studies.
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Calculating energy loss
'Interaction of heavy hadron: 

Triple Regge ansatz with parameters optimised from 

low energy scattering (arXiv:0710.3930, A. Kaidalov, D. Milstead et al.).

H N H X+ → +



Implementation in Geant-4
Build on framework of generic/phase space model:

 hep-ph/061216, hep-ph/0404001.

Include: electromagnetic energy loss, multiple scattering

           : nuclear effects: excitation, fragmentation, "black 

0 0
.

track particles"

           : stopping

Include: possibility of minimal or maximal oscillation/mixing 

Exotic hadrons: stop,sbottom and gluino-based hadrons.

H H→



Squark production at the LHC

.

Direct pair-production of exotic quarks (squarks).

Pythia for kinematics and initial meson/baryon composition.

Promising "first data" search. Current limits > 200 GeV.

Consider 300 GeV sample

p p q q X+ → + +� �

 point.



Exotic Quark-based Hadrons
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From heavy SM quark spectra:

Degenerate mesons, lightest baryons:   

Annihilation of anti-baryons.

Consider 

Mesons can convert to baryons eg: 

Reverse reaction suppressed (hep-ph/
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0404001).

 exotic hadrons start as mesons and end up as baryons.⇒

.
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Typical calo: 1-2m of iron.
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Propagation of sbottom-based hadrons
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Particle composition with depth
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Propagation through iron 

with Geant-4 of hadron starting 

with mixture of -hadrons given by 

Pythia/Lund string.
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Energy loss and number in hits

Propagation through 1m of iron with Geant-4 of hadron starting 

from  . No mixing.td�



Gluino scattering

( ) .

Mass hierarchy for gluino-based hadrons more uncertain.

Take degenerate mesons , gluino-balls 

Lightest stable baryon   (neutral): PLB153:311,1985 (Farrar et al.).
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Exotic hadrons with gluinos
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Particle composition with depth
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Energy loss and number in hits

Propagation through 1m of iron with Geant-4 of hadron starting 

from  . gud�



Summary

• Stable massive particles are an important
observable for new physics

• Hadronic scattering of SMPs poorly
understood

– Hadronic scattering can impede or enhance

searches

• New model in Geant-4 for use in searches
at LHC, Tevatron, cosmic ray showers


